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ABSTRACT 

The right choice between possible types of passenger terminal buildings is the key to a 

successful airpott design project. Historically, in the earlier days of aviation the designer's concern 

was directed to aircraft and to the adequacy of the ground facilities which each airp011 provided. As 

the aviation grew, airp01t passenger buildings grew more complex and more expensive, to the point 

of being viewed as a key to the airpo1ts' economic performance. In this context, the process of 

selecting a Terminal Concept became fundamental for planning and designing airport tetminal 

buildings. However, almost no methodology is available at the initial planning level for the selection 

of terminal concepts, and very little research has been done in this area. 

This thesis looks firstly at the conventional steps for terminal· planning and at traditional 

methods for facility sizing. Then it reviews the basic Terminal Concepts -- Linear, Pier, Satellite and 

Transporter -- placing the subject of termin,tl choice into context. Further it identifies am1 discusses 

the main factors involved in the process of selecting airport terminal configurations. The thesis then 

develops a single but effective new framework in order to assist in the choice between tenninal 

configurations. It is based on an analogy of moment of inertia in Mechanics -- called here 'Moment 

of Transport' -- which allows a comparative analysis of different airport terminal building 

configurations. The approach builds upon detailed consideration of Moment of Transp0tt as the 

core to balance three main attributes in dealing with choice of terminal buikling configuration: 

physical (geometry, static); operational (level of service, dynamic); and economic (capital and 

operational costs). The parametric analysis of a large number of theoretical terminal designs 

demonstrates that the Moment of Transport is able to synthesise the main attributes into this single 

indicator. Even so, fu11her consideration still needs to be given to factors which cannot easily be 

incorporated in this type of static indicator. 
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